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Empowering women is to make them independent in all aspects of life. Women empowerment is very important to make the bright future of the family, society, and country.

Women are the counterpart of men and one of the original creations of God and where all mankind emanates. They are the inspiration for every home. At times of men's loneliness and solitude, women provide the best company. Women are the reason for men's success but they are causes of men's downfall. During men's depression, women serve as sanctuary and haven. At times of grief and sorrow, women give comfort and happiness. In totality, women are the ever-waiting beacon, bedrock, and stronghold. Women are ultimate bastion, confidante, compatriot, and ally. They provide shoulders to cry on and laps to shed tears.

In recent years, women are considered inferior in terms of rights and privileges compared to men. They are just taken for granted whose opinions and decisions are neither solicited nor sought. They are less respected and listened to until the world has its change of mind and provides women with some freedom as the civilization prospers and develops. Women are now given equal opportunities with men. They are no longer considered a second-class citizen. Today, women receive the respect due them. They are now acquiring the dignity taken away from them. They are now properly placed in the spheres of education, medicine, architecture, technology, science, engineering, nursing, teacher, politics, agriculture, law management, activism, the progressive movement,
skilled and semi-skilled crafts, even the controlled territory of men. The presence of women nowadays is dominantly felt and seen.

The ascension of women into the modern stage of appropriate equality together with men is a paramount move by the human being that gives credence to women’s integrity, wisdom, and intellect.

The whole world, therefore acknowledges this essential and significant step civilization has created and full filled to the benefit of women.
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